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ABSTRACT
Capturing users’ precise preferences is a fundamental problem in
large-scale recommender system. Currently, item-based Collabo-
rative Filtering (CF) methods are common matching approaches
in industry. However, they are not effective to model dynamic and
evolving preferences of users. In this paper, we propose a new se-
quential deep matching (SDM) model to capture users’ dynamic
preferences by combining short-term sessions and long-term be-
haviors. Compared with existing sequence-aware recommendation
methods, we tackle the following two inherent problems in real-
world applications: (1) there could exist multiple interest tendencies
in one session. (2) long-term preferences may not be effectively
fused with current session interests. Long-term behaviors are var-
ious and complex, hence those highly related to the short-term
session should be kept for fusion. We propose to encode behav-
ior sequences with two corresponding components: multi-head
self-attention module to capture multiple types of interests and
long-short term gated fusion module to incorporate long-term pref-
erences. Successive items are recommended after matching between
sequential user behavior vector and item embedding vectors. Offline
experiments on real-world datasets show the superior performance
of the proposed SDM. Moreover, SDM has been successfully de-
ployed on online large-scale recommender system at Taobao and
achieves improvements in terms of a range of commercial metrics.
CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems→Recommender systems; •Comput-
ing methodologies→ Neural networks.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Large-scale recommender systems in industry are required to have
both accurate prediction of users’ preferences and quick response
to their current need. Taobao1, the largest e-commerce website in
China, which supports billions of items and users, firstly retrieves a
candidate set of items for a user and then applies a ranking module
to generate final recommendations. In the process, the quality of
candidates retrieved in the so-called matching module plays a key
role in the whole system. Currently, online deployed matching
models at Taobao are mainly based on item-based Collaborative
Filtering (CF) methods [16, 22]. However, they model static user-
item interactions and do not well capture dynamic transformation
in users’ whole behavior sequences. Such methods usually lead to
homogeneous recommendation. To accurately understand interests
and preferences of users, sequential order information should be
incorporated into the matching module.
In this paper, we consider the dynamic evolution of users’ inter-
ests by introducing deep sequential recommendation model instead
of item-based CF in matching stage. When people begin to use
online shopping services at Taobao, their behaviors accumulate to
relatively long sequences. The sequences are composed of sessions.
A session is a list of user behaviors that occur within a given time
frame. A user usually has a clear unique shopping demand in one
session [20] while his/her interest can change sharply when he/she
starts a new session. Directly modeling the sequences while over-
looking such the intrinsic structure would hurt the performance [6].
So we refer to the latest interaction sessions of users as short-term
behaviors, other previous as long-term ones. The two parts are
modeled separately to encode their inherent information which
could be used to represent users’ different levels of interests. Our
goal is to recall top N items after the user sequences as matching
candidates.
When it comes to short-term sessions modeling, methods based
on recurrent neural networks (RNNs) have shown effective per-
formance in session-based recommendation [7]. On top of that, Li
et al. [14] and Liu et al. [17] further propose attention models to
emphasize the main purpose and the effects of the last clicks respec-
tively in a short-term session so that the models can avoid interest
shift caused by users’ random actions. However, they ignore that
users’ points of interest are multiple in a session. We observe that
customers care about multiple aspects of items such as categories,
brand, color, style and shop reputation, etc. Before making the final
decision for the most preferred item, users compare many items
repeatedly. Thus using single dot-product attention representations
1https://www.taobao.com/
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fails to reflect diverse interests happening in different time of pur-
chasing. Instead, multi-head attention [25], firstly proposed for
machine translation tasks, allows models to jointly attend to mul-
tiple different information of different positions. The multi-head
structure could naturally solve the issue of multiple interests by
representing preferences from different views. So we propose our
multi-interest module to augment the RNN-based sequential rec-
ommender using multi-head attention. At the same time, equipped
with such self-attention, our module can represent accurate users’
preferences by filtering out the causal clicks.
Users’ general preferences from long time always influence the
decisions at present [2, 5, 15, 29, 33]. Intuitively, if a user is a NBA
basketball fan, he may view/click abundant items related to NBA
stars. When he chooses to buy shoes now, sneakers of famous stars
would attract him more than ordinary ones. Hence it is crucial
to consider both long-term preferences and short-term behaviors.
Ying et al. [29] and Li et al. [15] both take customers’ long-term
preferences into account by simple combination with the current
session. However, in real-world applications, customers have vari-
ous and abundant shopping demands and their long-time behaviors
are also complex and diverse. Stuffs related with NBA stars only
take up a pretty small number of long-term behaviors. The long-
term user preference, which is related to current short-term session,
can not be significantly revealed in the overall long-term behavior
representations. If we simply concatenate long- and short-term
representations or sum them up over weighted attention, it is not
an effective way to fuse. Information related to current short-term
session in the long-term vectors should be kept.
In ourmatchingmodel, we design a gated fusionmodule tomerge
global (long-term) and local (short-term) preference features. The
input to the gated fusion module is user profile embedding, long-
term and short-term representation vectors. Then a gate vector is
learned to control the fusion behaviors like different gates in LSTM
so that the model could precisely capture interest correlation as
well as users’ attention to long/short-term interests. On the one
hand, the most relevant information in the long-term vectors is
fused with short-term vectors. On the other hand, users could have
more accurate attention to long/short term interests. Unlike the
scalar weights of attention-like models, the gate vector has more
powerful representation ability for decision in our super complex
neural networks.
The main contributions of this paper are summarized below:
• We develop a novel sequential deep matching (SDM) model
for large-scale recommender system in real-world applica-
tions by considering both short- and long-term behaviors.
These two parts are modeled separately, which represent
different levels of user interests.
• We propose to model short-term session behaviors by multi-
head self-attention module to encode and capture multiple
interest tendencies. A gated fusion module is used to effec-
tively combine long-term preferences and current shopping
demands, which incorporates their correlation information
rather than simple combinations.
• Our SDM model is evaluated on two offline datasets in the
real world and outperforms the other state-of-the-art meth-
ods. To demonstrate its scalability in industrial applications,
we successfully deployed it on production environment of
recommender system at Taobao. The SDM model has been
running online effectively since December 2018 and achieves
significant improvements compared to previous online sys-
tem.
2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Deep Matching in Industry
To develop more effective matching models in industrial recom-
mender system, many researchers adopt deep neural networks
which have the powerful representation ability. Models based on
Matrix Factorization (MF) [13] try to decompose pairwise user-item
implicit feedback into user and item vectors. YouTube [4] uses deep
neural network to learn both embeddings of users and items. The
two kinds of embeddings are generated from their corresponding
features separately. The prediction is made as equivalent to search
the nearest neighbors of users’ vectors among all the items. Besides,
Zhu et al. [34] proposes a novel tree-based large-scale recommender
system, which can provide novel items and overcome the calcu-
lation barrier of vector search. Recently, graph embedding based
methods are applied in many industrial applications to comple-
ment or replace traditional methods. Wang et al. [26] proposes to
construct an item graph from users’ behavior history and then
applies the state-of-the-art graph embedding methods to learn the
embedding of each item. To address the cold start and sparsity
problem, they incorporate side information of items to enhance
the embedding procedure. Ying et al. [30] develops and deploys an
effective and efficient graph convolutional network at Pinterest2 to
generate embeddings of nodes (items) that incorporates both graph
structure as well as node feature information. But these models
can’t well take the dynamic and evolving of users’ preferences into
consideration. In this work, we consider this in matching stage by
introducing sequential recommendation.
2.2 Sequence-aware Recommendation
Sequential recommendation aims at modeling users’ preferences
and predicting users’ future actions such as next clicks or purchases
from observed actions in a sequence manner. Previously, FPMC
[21] and HRM [27] model the local sequential behaviors between
adjacent items in a sequence by combining Matrix Factorization
and Markov Chains. Recently, deep neural networks bring powerful
representation and generalization ability for recommender system.
Hidasi et al. [7] firstly applies gated recurrent unit (GRU) to
make recommendations based on users’ current short sessions.
Afterwards, Li et al. [14] leverages attention mechanism to extract
users’ main purpose especially for longer sessions and achieves
better results. Liu et al. [17] subsequently creates a novel short-
term attention priority model instead of RNNs and then points
out the importance of the last click in a session. Besides RNNs,
Tang and Wang [24] and Yuan et al. [31] propose convolutional
sequence embedding recommendation models as a solution. Kang
and McAuley [12] and Zhang et al. [32] use self-attention only
architecture to encode user’s action history. Tang et al. [23] builds
a M3 model that can combine different methods above by a gating
2https://www.pinterest.com/
mechanism. But these methods overlook the multiple interests in
one session.
Chen et al. [3] introduces the memory mechanism to sequential
recommender systems, which designs a user memory-augmented
neural network (MANN) to express feature-level interests. As for
more fine-grained user preference, Huang et al. [8, 9] use knowl-
edge base information to enhance the semantic representation of
key-value memory network called knowledge enhanced sequential
recommender. However, the extra storage, manual feature design
and computation of memory network of these methods cannot be
accepted in industry on account of the large-scale users and items.
It’s also crucial to take customers’ long-term stable preferences
into consideration. Li et al. [15] proposes BINNmodel by concatenat-
ing users’ session behavior representations and stable preferences
of historical purchasing behaviors. Ying et al. [29] comes up with
a novel two-layer hierarchical attention network to recommend
the next item that one user might be interested in. Bai et al. [2]
uses multi-time scales to characterize long-short time demands and
incorporate them into a hierarchical architecture. Another instance
of unifying general and sequential interests is Recurrent Collabora-
tive Filtering [5], which combines RNN sequence model and matrix
factorization method in a multi-task learning framework. And Zhao
et al. [33] does the same combination by adversarial training. Simple
combinations are not effective enough to fuse short/long prefer-
ences, while multi-task and adversarial methods are not applicable
in industrial applications. In this paper, we propose multi-head
self-attention to capture multiple user interests in short-term ses-
sion behaviors and use gating mechanism to incorporate long-term
preferences effectively and efficiently in a real-world application.
3 THE PROPOSED APPROACH
3.1 Problem Formulation
We first formulate the sequential matching problem and our solu-
tion as well as mathematical notations for variables in the deep
model. LetU denote a set of users and I denote a set of items. Our
model considers whether a user u ∈ U would interact with an item
i ∈ I at time t . For user u, we can get his/her latest sessions by
sorting the interacted items in the ascending order of time. Inspired
by session-based recommendation [7, 14], we reformulate the new
session generation rules:
• Interactions with the same session ID recorded by the back-
end system belong to the same one.
• Adjacent interactions with time difference less than 10 min-
utes (or longer depending on the specific scenario) are also
merged into one session.
• Maximum length of a session is set to 50, which means a
new session will begin when the session length exceeds 50.
Each latest session of user u is regarded as the short-term behav-
ior, namely Su = [iu1 , ..., iut , ..., ium ], wherem is the length of the
sequence. The long-term behaviors of u that happened before Su
in past 7 days are denoted by Lu . Based on these preliminaries, we
can define our recommendation task. Given the short-term behav-
iors Su and long-term behaviors Lu of user u, we would like to
recommend items for him/her.
The general network structure is illustrated in Figure 1. Our
model takes current session Su and Lu as input. Su and Lu are
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Figure 1: The general network structure of our SDM model.
The user prediction network takes user’s short-term session
Su = [..., iut−1, iut ] and long-term behavior Lu as input. The
target of the network is the next interacted item iut+1. s
u
t and
pu denote short-term and long-term representations respec-
tively. out is the predicted user behavior vector.V is the item
embedding vectors.
respectively encoded into short-term session representation sut at
time t and long-term behaviors representation pu . The two kinds
of representations are combined through a gated neural network.
We name this module as user prediction network that predicts user
behavior vector out ∈ Rd×1 from Su and Lu . Let V ∈ Rd×|I |
denote item embedding vectors of I where |I | is the number of all
items and d is the embedding size of each vector. Our goal is to
predict top N item candidates at time t + 1 based on the scores of
inner product between out and each column vectorvi in V
zi = score(out ,vi ) = out Tvi (1)
wherevi ∈ Rd×1 is the ith item’s embedding vector.
3.2 Training and Online Serving
During training process, the positive label at time t is the next inter-
acted item iut+1. Negative labels are sampled from I excluding iut+1
by the log-uniform sampler considering the large amount of items
in a real-world application. Then the prediction class probabilities
are made by a softmax layer. This is called sampled-softmax [10]
and we apply cross-entropy as loss function
yˆ = softmax(z)
L(yˆ) = −
∑
i ∈K
yi log(yˆi ) (2)
whereK is the sampled subset of I including positive and negative
labels, z = [z1, ..., z |K |] is the inner product scores between out
and eachvi (i ∈ K), yˆ = [yˆ1, ..., yˆ |K |] is the prediction probability
distribution over each sampled item, and yi is the truly probability
distribution of item i .
We deploy the model on our online recommender system. The
item embedding vectorsV are imported into an efficient K-Nearest-
Neighborhood (KNN) similarity search system [11]. Meanwhile,
the user prediction network is deployed on a high-performance
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Figure 2: Each iut ∈ Su is embedded into a vector eiut . Short-term representation sut is encoded by LSTM and attention mecha-
nism. We describe long-term behaviors Lu from various side information, i.e., item ID (Luid ), first level category (Lucate ), leaf
category (Luleaf ), brand (Lubrand ) and shop (Lushop ). Long-term representation pu is encoded through attention and dense fully-
connected networks. sut and p
u are fused into user behavior vector out through a gate vectorG
u
t . e
u is user profile embedding.
real-time inference system of machine learning. This kind of archi-
tecture follows the YouTube for video recommendation [4]. When
customers use our online service, they will interact with lots of
items and their feedback about the items will be recorded by the
backend system. These information will be processed and then
stored in database as users’ behavior logs. Useful information from
massive logs are extracted to be constructed into structured data
that our model requires. At time t , customer’s historical behaviors
(Su and Lu ) are fed into the inference system. Then the user be-
havior vector out is predicted. The KNN search system retrieves the
most similar items with out according to their inner products. Top
N items are then recommended. Now we elaborate on how Su and
Lu are encoded in the network and how the two representations
are fused as illustrated in Figure 2.
3.3 Input Embedding with Side Information
In Taobao’s recommendation scenario, customers not only focus
on a specific item itself, but also concern about the brand, shop
and price, etc. For example, some people tend to buy items of the
specific brand, and the others would like to buy items from shops
that they trust in. Furthermore, due to the sparsity caused by the
large-scale online items in industry, encoding items only by item
ID feature level is far from satisfaction. So, we describe an item
from different feature scales, i.e., item ID, leaf category, first level
category, brand and shop, which are denoted as side information
set F . Each input item, iut ∈ Su , is represented as a dense vector
eiut ∈ Rd×1 transformed by the embedding layer so that they can
be fed into the deep neural network directly
eiut = concat({e
f
i | f ∈ F }) (3)
where efi =W
f x
f
i ∈ Rdf ×1 is item i’s input embedding of feature
f with embedding size df .W f is the feature f ’s transformation
matrix and x fi is a one-hot vector.
Similarly, user profile could describe useru from different feature
scales, such as age, gender, and life stage. Input of user u’s profile
information is represented as a dense vector eu ∈ Rd×1
eu = concat({epu |p ∈ P}) (4)
where P is profile features set and epu is embedding of feature p.
3.4 Recurrent Layer
Given the embedded short-term sequence [eiu1 , ...,eiut ] of u, to cap-
ture and characterize the global temporal dependency in the short-
term sequence data, we apply Long Short Term Memory (LSTM)
network as the recurrent cell following session-based recommen-
dation [7, 14, 15]. The LSTM can be described as
inut = σ (W 1ineiut +W 2inhut−1 + bin )
f ut = σ (W 1f eiut +W 2f hut−1 + bf )
out = σ (W 1o eiut +W 2o hut−1 + bo )
cut = ftc
u
t−1 + in
u
t tanh(W 1c eiut +W 2c hut−1 + bc )
hut = o
u
t tanh(cut )
(5)
where inut , f ut , out represent the input, forget and output gates re-
spectively. The LSTM encodes the short-term interaction sequence
of u into a hidden output vector hut ∈ Rd×1 at time t , which we
call sequential preference representation. cut is the cell state vector
carrying information from hut−1 and flows between cells. We pass
hut to the attention network to get higher order representation.
3.5 Attention Mechanism
Under online shopping scenario, customers usually browse some
unrelated items alternatively, which are called causal clicks. Unre-
lated actions would somehow influence the representation of hut
in the sequence. We use a self-attention network to decrease the
effect of those unrelated actions. Attention network [1, 18, 28] can
aggregate various vectors into an overall presentation by assigning
different weight scores to each component.
3.5.1 Multi-head Self-Attention. Self-attention is a special case of
attention mechanism, which takes the sequence itself as query,
key and value vectors of d-dimension. hˆut , the output vector after
self-attention, can be aggregated from previous hidden outputs of
LSTM, Xu = [hu1 , ...,hut ].
Users may have multiple points of interest. For instance, when
u is browsing a skirt, both the color and novel style would be the
key factors of making decisions. Single attention network would
naturally be not enough to capture multiple aspect representations.
Multi-head attention allows the model to jointly attend to informa-
tion from different representation subspaces at different positions
[25] and could model user preference hˆut ∈ Rd×1 from multiple
views of interest. So we import it in our attention mechanism. The
output matrix, Xˆu = [hˆu1 , ..., hˆut ], is calculated as
Xˆu = MultiHead(Xu ) =WO concat(headu1 , ...,headuh ) (6)
whereWO ∈ Rd×hdk denotes the weight matrix of output linear
transformation, h represents the amount of heads and dk = 1hd .
In detail, each headui ∈ Rdk×t represents a single latent interest
headui = Attention(WQi Xu ,W Ki Xu ,WVi Xu ) (7)
whereWQi ,W
K
i ,W
V
i ∈ Rdk×d denote linear transformationweight
matrices of query, key and value respectively. Let Qui =W
Q
i X
u ,
Kui = W
K
i X
u and Vui = W
V
i X
u . The attention score matrix is
defined as follows
f (Qui ,Kui ) = Qui TKui
Aui = softmax(f (Qui ,Kui ))
(8)
Finally, by weighted sum pooling, we get
headui = V
u
i A
u
i
T (9)
3.5.2 User Attention. For different users, they usually show var-
ious preferences even to similar item sets. Therefore, on top of
self-attention network, we add a user attention module to mine
more fine-grained personalized information, where eu is used as
the query vector attending to Xˆu = [hˆu1 , ..., hˆut ]. The short-term
behavior representation sut ∈ Rd×1 at time t is calculated as
αk =
exp(hˆuTk eu )∑t
k=1 exp(hˆuTk eu )
sut =
t∑
k=1
αk hˆ
u
k
(10)
3.6 Long-term Behaviors Fusion
From long-term view, users generally accumulate interests of dif-
ferent level in various dimensions. A user may often visit a group
of similar shops and buy items that belong to the same category
repeatedly. Therefore, we also encode long-term behaviorsLu from
different feature scales. Lu = {Luf | f ∈ F } consists of multiple
subsets: Luid (item ID), Luleaf (leaf category), Lucate (first level cat-
egory), Lushop (shop) and Lubrand (brand) as illustrated in Figure
2. For example, Lushop contains shops that u has interacted in past
one week. Entries in each subset are embedded and aggregated into
an overall vector through an attention-based pooling considering
the quick response under online environment.
Each f uk ∈ Luf is transformed to a dense vector дuk ∈ Rd×1 by
W f as in section 3.3. Then we use user profile embedding eu as
the query vector to calculate the attention scores and acquire the
representation of Luf as
αk =
exp(дuTk eu )∑ |Luf |
k=1 exp(дuTk eu )
zuf =
|Luf |∑
k=1
αkд
u
k
(11)
{zuf | f ∈ F } are concatenated and fed into a fully-connected neural
network
zu = concat({zuf | f ∈ F })
pu = tanh(W pzu + b) (12)
where pu ∈ Rd×1 is the long-term behavior representation.
To combine with the short-term behaviors, we elaborately design
a gated neural network that takes eu , sut and pu as inputs also
shown in Figure 2. A gate vector Gut ∈ Rd×1 is used to decide
contribution percentages of short- and long-term at time t
Gut = sigmoid(W 1eu +W 2sut +W 3pu + b) (13)
The final output, i.e., user behavior vector out ∈ Rd×1, is computed
by
out = (1 −Gut ) ⊙ pu +Gut ⊙ sut (14)
where ⊙ is element-wise multiplication.
4 EXPERIMENT SETUP
4.1 Datasets
We construct an offline-online train/validation/test framework to
develop our model. Models are evaluated on two offline real-world
e-commerce datasets. One is a large dataset sampled from daily
logs of online system onMobile Taobao App. The other is from
JD3. Our code and offline datasets are available at https://github.
com/alicogintel/SDM.
Offline Dataset of Taobao. We randomly select active users
who interacted more than 40 items within 8 consecutive days in
December 2018. In addition, we filter users whose interactions are
more than 1000 items, which we believe are spam users. Then we
collect their historical interaction data, in which the first 7 days for
training and the 8th day for testing. We filter out items that appear
less than 5 times in the dataset. Session segmentation follows the
rules in section 3.1 and we limit the maximum size of each Luf to
20. During training process, we remove sessions whose length are
less than 2. In the test stage, we select approximately 10 thousands
active users in the 8th day for quick evaluation. Their first 25%
3https://www.jd.com/
Table 1: Statistics of offline and online datasets.
Dataset Data Type Data Split #aUsers #Items #Records #Sessions S.lenb L.sizec Time Interval
JD offline train 802,479 154,568 9,653,777 2,666,189 3.3 20 15/Mar/2018 - 8/Apr/2018test 10,366 74,564 498,492 15,069 8.6 20 9/Apr/2018 - 15/Apr/2018
Taobao
offline train 498,633 2,053,798 45,157,298 7,011,385 6.1 20 15/Dec/2018 - 21/Dec/2018test 13,237 588,306 1,170,401 13,237 9.2 20 22/Dec/2018
online train 3.3 × 10
8 1 × 108 2.1 × 1010 2.7 × 109 7.1 50 Dec/2018
test 3.3 × 108 1 × 108 / / 8.1 50 Dec/2018
a# means the number of. b S.len is the average length of short-term behaviors. cL.size is the maximum size of each subset in long-term behaviors.
short-term sessions on the 8th day are fed into models and the
remaining interactions are ground truth. Besides this, customers
may browse some items more than once in a day and repeating
recommendation should not be encouraged, so we remain these
items only once in the test data for a user.
Offline Dataset of JD. Because this dataset is relatively sparser
and smaller, we select user-item interaction logs of three weeks
for training and one week for testing. Other data construction and
cleaning process are the same as Taobao. Statistic details of the two
offline datasets are listed in Table 1.
Online Dataset. We select the most effective offline models to
deploy on Taobao’s production environment. The training data is
from the user-item interaction logs of Mobile Taobao App from past
7 days without sampling. The same data cleaning process is applied
as offline training datasets. Scales of online users and items expand
to hundred million, which can cover the most active products at
Taobao, and more long-term behaviors are used. Details can also
be found in Table 1. The online model is updated daily as well as
the corresponding item and user features.
4.2 Evaluation Metrics
4.2.1 Offline Evaluation. To evaluate the offline effectiveness of
different methods, we useHitRate@K,Precision@K,Recall@K
and F1@K metrics, which are also widely used in other related
works in section 2.
HitRate@K represents the proportion of test cases (nhit ) which
has the correctly recommended items in a top K position in a rank-
ing list, defined as
HitRate@K = nhit
N
where N denotes the number of test data. In our experiment, K =
100 and K = 20 are used for the tests.
Derive the recalled set of items for a user u as Pu (|Pu | = K ) and
the user’s ground truth set as Gu . Precision@K reflects how many
interested items for a user in the candidates. It is calculated as
Precision@K(u) = |Pu ∩Gu |
K
Recall@K represents the ability of coverage in the user’s ground
truth. It’s calculation is
Recall@K(u) = |Pu ∩Gu ||Gu |
To combine precision and recall, F1@K is derived as
F1@K(u) = 2 × Precision@K(u) × Recall@K(u)Precision@K(u) + Recall@K(u)
4.2.2 Online Evaluation. We consider the most important online
metrics: pCTR, pGMV and discovery.
pCTR is the Click-Through-Rate per page view where each page
can recommend 20 items for a user
pCTR = #clicks#pages
pGMV is the Gross Merchandise Volume per 1,000 page views.
Its calculation is in same way
pGMV = 1000 × #pay amount#pages
Besides the amount of online traffic and incomes, we also con-
sider user shopping experience. Define discovery to measure how
many novel items the recommender system can provide for a user
discovery = #new categories#all categories
where the denominator is the number of all categories that a user
clicks per day and the numerator is the number of new ones in past
15 days. We take the average of all users.
4.3 Comparison Methods
We use the following methods to compare with our model on two
offline datasets. We also include five variants of our model for
ablation study.
• Item-based CF [16]. It’s one of the major candidate genera-
tion approaches in industry. Collaborative Filtering method
generates item-item similarity matrix for recommending.
• DNN [4]. A deep neural network based recommendation
approach proposed by YouTube. Vectors of videos and users
are concatenated and fed into a multi-layer feed forward
neural network.
• GRU4REC [7]. Hidasi et al. firstly applies recurrent neu-
ral network to solve session-based recommendation, which
outperforms traditional methods significantly.
• NARM [14]. It is an improved version of GRU4REC with
global and local attention-based structure. A hybrid encoder
with an attention mechanism to model the user’s sequential
behavior is explored.
• SHAN [29]. It incorporates both users’ historical stable pref-
erences and recent shopping demands with a hierarchical
attention network.
• BINN [15]. BINN applies RNN-based methods to encode
present consumption motivations and historical purchase
behaviors. It generates the unified representation by con-
catenation operation.
• SDMMA. Sequential DeepMatching withMulti-head Atte-
ntion is our multi-head self-attention enhanced model.
• PSDMMA. Personalized SDMMA adds user attention mod-
ule to mine fine-grained personalized information.
Table 2: Comparisons of different models on offline datasets of Taobao and JD.
Models Taobao JDHitRate@100 Recall@100 Precision@100 F1@100 HitRate@20 Recall@20 Precision@20 F1@20
Item-based CF 60.27% 3.24% 2.00% 2.43% 67.50% 9.08% 9.41% 8.99%
DNN 60.88% 2.85% 1.83% 2.18% 68.43% 8.93% 9.65% 8.98%
GRU4REC 65.60% 3.66% 2.30% 2.77% 69.44% 9.33% 9.83% 9.29%
NARM 66.97% 3.57% 2.25% 2.70% 70.33% 9.07% 9.58% 9.04%
SHAN 67.30% 3.71% 2.33% 2.80% 70.54% 9.42% 10.02% 9.41%
BINN 67.55% 3.49% 2.20% 2.64% 72.19% 9.38% 9.93% 9.36%
SDMMA 68.24% 3.68% 2.32% 2.79% 70.41% 9.21% 9.72% 9.18%
PSDMMA 69.43% 3.75% 2.37% 2.84% 71.21% 9.21% 9.78% 9.20%
PSDMMAL 70.72% 3.86% 2.44% 2.93% 73.25% 9.47% 10.13% 9.48%
PSDMMAL-N 73.13% 3.83% 2.45% 2.92% 74.33% 9.68% 10.42% 9.72%
PSDMMAL-NoS 65.41% 3.38% 2.14% 2.56% 70.07% 9.05% 9.60% 9.03%
• PSDMMAL. PSDMMA combines representations of short-
term sessions and Long-term behaviors.
• PSDMMAL-N. Based on PSDMMAL, during training, we
take the following N items as target classes as Tang and
Wang [24] does at the current time step. N = 5 in this exper-
iment.
• PSDMMAL-NoS. PSDMMAL doesNot contain the embed-
dings of Side information in short-term sessions and long-
term behaviors except for the ID feature of item and user.
4.4 Implementation Details
We implement these deep learning models by distributed Tensor-
flow4. To be fair, all of these models share the same training and
testing datasets, as well as input features of items and users and
other training hyper-parameters. For training, we use 5 parame-
ter severs (PSs) and 6 GPU (Tesla P100-PCIE-16GB) workers with
average 30 global steps/s on offline experiment and we use 20 PSs
and 100 GPU workers with average 450 global steps/s on online
experiment. Adam optimizer with learning rate 0.001 is used to
update parameters and gradient clipping is adopted by scaling gra-
dients when the norm exceeded a threshold of 5. Besides this, we
use a mini-batch size of 256 and sequences with similar length
are organized to be a batch. Any input feature embedding and
model parameters are learned from scratch without pre-training.
The learnable parameters are initialized by orthogonal initializer.
For the recurrent neural network, we use LSTM of multiple layers
with dropout (probability 0.2) and residual network [19] between
vertical LSTM stacks. The hidden unit size of LSTM is set to 64
and 128 on offline and online experiments. Different parameter
settings are set respectively, because we need to evaluate model
performance efficiently on offline experiment. As for the multi-
head attention structure, we set the number of heads to 4 and 8
on offline and online experiments respectively. We also use layer
normalization and residual adding operation as Vaswani et al. [25]
does. The unit size of item embedding vectors, short/long-term
behavior vector and user behavior vector keep the same with the
one in LSTM. During online serving, our model only costs about
15 milliseconds for each matching process with top 300 items
retrieved.
4https://www.tensorflow.org/
5 EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS
5.1 Offline Results
Results on offline datasets of different models are shown in Ta-
ble 2. We select the best results from all the training epochs of
these models. In general, deep learning based methods outperform
traditional item-based CF dramatically except for YouTube-DNN.
Average pooling over item sequences neglects the inherit correla-
tion among items causing hurts on recommending quality (Recall,
Precision) severely. GRU4REC and NARM consider the evolution of
short-term behaviors. They perform better than original DNN mod-
els. The reason why SHAN and BINN can beat GRU4Rec in almost
all metrics is that they incorporate more personalized information
including long-term behaviors and user profile representation.
Our proposed SDMMA makes use of the multi-head attention
structure and has overwhelming superiority over NARM. We con-
duct a detailed case study in section 5.3 to further explain how
multi-head attention could well capture multiple interests. By in-
troducing user profile representation, PSDMMA strengthens the
model because users of different types focus on different aspects of
items. It make sense that the more accurate the short-term repre-
sentation is, the more customers can find their interested items in
the candidate list. But it’s difficult to recommend potentially novel
items for a user. More precise preferences should be inferred by
considering long-term behaviors.
PSDMMAL can beat all of the models above remarkably by tak-
ing long-term preferences into account. Different from SHAN and
BINN, it applies a fusion gate to combine short- and long-term
behavior representations. The gate has more powerful represen-
tation ability for decision than a hierarchical attention structure.
SHAN simply applies user profile representation as query vector to
decide attention weights of long-term and short-term preference
representations. Our proposed PSDMMAL models the specific cor-
relation between them. An interesting case that properly explains
the design of fusion gate is shown in section 5.4. PSDMMAL-N is
our best variant that takes next 5 items as target classes during
training process. It can recall more diversified items that meet re-
quirements of broader users and be more suitable for matching task
of recommender system. The results of PSDMMAL-NoS show our
model’s performances would dramatically decrease without side
information.
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Figure 3: Online performances of our models compared with baseline in 7 days during December 2018.
Table 3: Results of various number of heads. (K = 100)
#heads HitRate@K Recall@K Precision@K F1@k
1 70.00% 3.82% 2.40% 2.88%
2 70.64% 3.83% 2.41% 2.89%
4 70.72% 3.86% 2.44% 2.93%
8 70.21% 3.77% 2.37% 2.85%
5.2 Online A/B Test
Currently, online matching algorithm in Taobao is a two-staged
method. We define trigger items as the latest interacted items of a
user. Item-based CF firstly generates item-item similarity matrix.
The trigger items recall similar items by the similarity matrix. Then
these recalled items are re-ranked as matching candidates by a
gradient boosting tree according to users’ click and purchase logs.
Such method is our online baseline and we only replace it with our
model as a standard A/B test.
We deploy PSDMMAL-N, our best sequential deep matching
model, as well as the version without long-term behaviors on pro-
duction environment on Mobile Taobao App. Compared with the
baseline model, the quality of recommended items inferred from
customers’ sequence behaviors is much better than the similar ite-
ms generated by item-based CF. Especially for customers who often
casually browse online, our model would recommend novel items
to them and attract more eyeballs to encourage potential ordering
rates. Figure 3 shows the online results in 7 successive days during
December 2018. Two sequential deep models outperformed the
baseline with a large margin, where PSDMMAL-N has an overall
average improvements of 7.04%, 4.50% and 24.37% with respect to
pCTR, pGMV and discovery. Incorporating with long-term behav-
iors brings much more improvements. Long-term behaviors always
indicate personal preferences that can affect customers’ current
shopping decisions. Note that our sequential matching model has
been working well online since December 2018.
5.3 The Effect of Multi-head Attention
We explore the influence of various number of heads in our match-
ing model. Intuitively, representation of the short-term session will
get more accurate with the number of heads increasing. Table 3 re-
ports the results on offline Taobao dataset. In this experiment, only
the number of heads is different in PSDMMAL and the dimension
of model hidden units d is set to 64.
We can observe that changes caused by the head number keep
consistent in terms of the four metrics. When the number of heads
is less than 4, the effects present positive relationship with the
amount of heads. While the number of heads is greater than 4, the
Table 4: Comparisons of different fusion methods. (K = 100)
fusion HitRate@K Recall@K Precision@K F1@K
multiply 67.09% 3.42% 2.16% 2.59%
concat 69.74% 3.70% 2.34% 2.80%
add 70.24% 3.75% 2.37% 2.84%
gated 70.72% 3.86% 2.44% 2.93%
results become worse dramatically. We can conclude more heads
are not necessarily positive because dheadi =
64
#heads would get
smaller causing worse representation. In our settings, four heads
can get the best results and we visualize the attention weights of the
different heads over the short-term session of a user sampled from
offline Taobao test dataset in Figure 4. We choose the last hidden
output hut of LSTM as the query vector in multi-head attention to
get the weights attending to [hu1 , ...,hut ]. The weight vector is also
the tth row vector of Aui in Equation 8. head1 and head2 mainly
concentrate on the first several items in the session, which are
white down jackets. head3 captures the dress interest and head4
gives more attention to the jeans.
5.4 The Fusion Gate
Element-wise multiplication, concatenation and addition operation
all directly work on unfiltered long-term preference representa-
tions and ignore that a small number of preferences in long-term
have strong correlation with the current short-term session. These
simple combination methods take all the information from long-
term preferences and naturally hurt the fusion performance shown
in Figure 4 tested on the Taobao offline dataset. In contrast, our
proposed gated fusion network accurately captures multi-level user
preferences and achieves the best results. Information highly re-
lated to current session in the long-term preference can be fused
with current short-term vector.
For better explanation of the gated fusion, we use a real-world
case of a sampled user at Taobao to interpret the function of gate. As
shown in Figure 5, Ru contains items recommended by our model,
which are clicked by the user simultaneously. We can see the user is
browsing kinds of glasses including readwine and champion glasses.
Our model can directly recommend champion glasses because they
are related to the last clicks in his short-term session Su . It means
he is more probably interested in champion glasses at present and
the gate allows this information remain. Meanwhile, our gated
fusion could capture the most relevant items red wine among
his massive long-term behaviors Lu , which aslo includes many
irrelevant clicks such as beer, paring knife and small plate, and
combine with the short-term session items red wine glasses to
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Figure 4: Visualization of attention weights (the last hidden
output of LSTM as query vector to get the weights) from
head1 to head4 over a short-term session Su sampled from
offline test dataset of Taobao.
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Figure 5: A short-term session Su and long-term behaviors
Lu from a sampled user on our online system. Ru is the set
of items recommended by ourmodel, which are also clicked
by the user.
generate the recommended item red wine decanter. The case
shows our gate module has effective and accurate fusion ability.
6 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose a sequential deep matching model to cap-
ture users’ dynamic preferences by combining short-term sessions
and long-term behaviors. We employ multi-head self-attention to
capture multiple interests in short-term sessions and long-short
term gated fusion network to incorporate long-term preferences.
Extensive offline experiments show the effectiveness of our model.
The matching model is successfully deployed on Taobao’s recom-
mender system with improvements in term of important commer-
cial metrics.
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